Abstract: Developing efficient Artificial Intelligence (AI)-enabled system to substitute human role in 1 non-destructive testing is an emerging topic of considerable interest. In this study, we propose a novel 2 impact-echo analysis system using online machine learning, which aims at achieving near-human 3 performance for assessment of concrete structures. Current computerized impact-echo systems 4 commonly employ lab-scale data to validate the models. In practice, however, the echo patterns can 5 be far more complicated due to varying geometric shapes and materials of structures. To deal with 6 a large variety of unseen data, we propose a sequential treatment for echo characterization. More 7 specifically, the proposed system can adaptively update itself to approaching human performance in 
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In this study, we adopt an alternative hypothesis which admits the pre-collected training echo input of echo data with expert labels. Online learning is a well-established learning scheme which has both theoretical and practical appeals [17, 18] and it is particularly well-suited to the hammering 48 impact-echo, since the large-scale echo data can be accessed only in a sequential way.
49
It is noteworthy that our ultimate goal is to develop an efficient hammering echo investigation 50 system with near-human accuracy. In hammering test, humans are capable of discerning the 51 defect-induced echoes of various concrete structures by auditory perception. In this study, we propose 52 AI-enabled computing system by adopting a formulation of binary classification, which produces 53 labels to indicate healthy or defective concrete, respectively. At validation stage, a loss between the 54 predicted results and expert labels has been employed to compare the performance of proposed 55 approach to that of humans. The main contributions of proposed approach can be summarized as 56 follows:
57
• The objective of this study is to build efficient impact-echo analysis system for concrete structure 58 assessment. To this end, a novel online learning framework had been proposed, which can 59 effectively characterize discriminant information from large-scale echo spectrum data in an 60 incremental way.
61
• Various state-of-the-art online learning algorithms has been reviewed and evaluated for the inspire other applications with streaming data input, not limited to echo signal analysis discussed 64 in this study.
Related work
71
In this section, we present a review to the previous studies conducted on hammering impact-echo A well-known formula to determine a void beneath surface of concrete is proposed by [1]: 
The Proposed Online Learning Framework for Hammering Echo Pattern Analysis
119
We introduce the details of proposed online machine learning-enabled hammering echo analysis 120 system in this section. The processing flow has been shown in figure 3. We assume that the echo 121 instances are received in a streaming way {x, y} t , t ∈ [1, ..., T] and all echoes had been annotated by 122 professional inspector with healthy or anomalous labels. Notably, during the data collection, the material, shape, and other specifications of target structures can vary from place to place. For instance,
124
in Figure 3 the inspection place shifted from bridge to tunnel, meanwhile the captured echo data/label 125 indexes range varied from 1 ∼ t 1 to t 1 + 1 ∼ t 1 + t 2 , respectively. Our goal is to continuously update 126 the echo analysis model so as to achieve near-human performance for anomalous echo identification.
127
To this end, it is crucial to devise the efficient online learning scheme and various state-of-the-art 128 algorithms have been reviewed and compared. The details are presented as follows. 
Echo Feature Extraction
130
Over decades, spectral analysis has been a dominant approach for hammering echo analysis [3], [6], in which Fourier transform (FT) is employed to generate the spectrum of echo signal. Then, further pattern investigation can be performed. The Fourier analysis can be expressed as:
where s(t) is echo waveform to be analyzed and x( f ) is the extracted echo spectrum. In the following 131 contents, we will use x t ∈ R d to denote hammering echo spectrum collected at time stamp t, with 
Online Learning Algorithms in Evaluation 141
As the core feature of this research, online learning algorithms are employed to deal with the 142 case that hammering echo data (with expert annotations) arrives incrementally with time stamps. Concretely, at time t , the online learning algorithm analyses the input hammering echo feature vector 144 and expert label, i.e. {x, y t }, through three steps: the first is to predict its labelŷ t ∈ {−1, +1}, in which 145 the two digits represent defective and healthy status, respectively. Then, we compare the predicted 146 labelŷ t with true label y t ∈ {−1, +1} by using a well-defined loss function l(y t ,ŷ t ). Finally, if the 147 computed prediction loss exceeds a threshold, the classification model will be updated in an analytical 148 way. Overall, the cumulative mistake through whole data stream can be minimized. In this section,
149
we first present a general algorithmic framework of online machine learning for hammering echo discriminant analysis in algorithm 3.1. Then, we explicit introduce the algorithms employed for this 151 application.
152
Algorithm 3.1: ONLINELEARNING(x t , y t , w t )
input hammering echo instance is received with label: x t ∈ X , y t ∈ Y predict label of input echo:ŷ t = sign( f (x t ; w t )) compute the prediction loss: l(w t ; (x t ; w t )) if l(w t ; (x t ; w t )) > 0 then update the classification model:
The perception algorithm is the initial method for online learning [20] . Given the linearly separable data, the method can convergence to a hyperplane to shatter the different classes in a finite number of updates. The prediction function of perception is very simple:ŷ t = sign(w x t ) and the updating rule will be conducted as follows:
There is neither parameter nor optimization constrains in the perception algorithm. Gradient descend updating is another efficient approach for online learning [21] . In this evaluation, we selected logistic loss to measure the prediction error: l(w; (w t , y t )) = log(1 + exp(−y t (w t ·x t )))
Subsequently, the updating rule can be represented as: is one state-of-the-art first order online learning approach. The optimization formulation can be expressed as follows:
where the loss function is based on the hinge loss:
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The updating rule can be derived analytically:
In addition, several variants of PA method had been investigated [22] . The core idea is to add slack 164 variable ξ-induced penalty to handle non-separable cases. Aiming at better characterizing the hammering echo data structure, advanced second-order online learning approaches had been developed. Unlike the above-mentioned first-order algorithms, the second-order online learning is designated to exploit the underlying relationship between features. Concretely, it assumes the weight vector exhibits Gaussian distribution w ∼ N (µ, Σ). At initialization stage, two additional hyperparameters are commonly set to w 1 = 0, Σ 1 = aI. Furthermore, the prediction function is noted as:ŷ
The following updating process is conducted as the predicted label is inconsistent to true label:
A representative work for second order perception can be referred to [23] . 
The Confidence-Weighted learning algorithm (CW)
168
CW method is an advanced second-order online learning [24] . In contrast to SOP approach, CW methods perform the Kullback-Leibler divergence minimization between the new weight distribution and the old one with constraint that the probability of correct classification can be improved. The updating rule of CW is shown as below:
A closed-form solution can be derived as: 
Adaptive Regularization of Weight Vectors (AROW)
172
Regularization is regarded as useful trick to enhance both accuracy and robustness of online learning algorithm. AROW method added adaptive regulizer to restrict the sudden changes of weight during online learning [25] . The formulation of AROW is presented as follows:
where
The updating coefficients can be obtained by solving optimization problem:
Soft Confidence-Weighted Learning (SCW-II)
173
SCW is more advanced second-order learning algorithm that improves over the original CW by adding the capability to handle the non-separable cases, and also improves over AROW by adding the adaptive margin property [26] . The classification suffer loss for input echo data is defined as l t = max{0, 1 − y t w t x t }. If l t > 0, the classification model will be updated:
where In this section, we introduce the hammering echo dataset we created to evaluate the proposed 185 system. First, we present the impact-echo hardware we used for data collection in Figure 5 . Followingly, 186 table 1 shows more detail specifications. For echo data recording, the sampling rate was set to 44.1kHz Olympus Voice-Trek V-803 Figure 6 . Photos of two working sites for hammering echo data capture
We visited 12 inspection sites to capture echo data. Meanwhile, binary expert annotations, i.e.
189
one echo indicating normal or anomalous conditions, has also been collected. In figure 6 , we show 190 the photos of two inspection sites. The defective area had been tagged with pink color by inspector.
191
In addition, we marked multiple parallel lines in yellow, which explains the trace of hammering. 
Experimental settings
197
At echo feature extraction stage, we determine the Fourier analysis window length to be 1024.
198
Band pass filter is applied to focus on the frequencies ranging from 500 to 15000Hz. At online learning Table 2 . Summary of the parameter setting by algorithms
The first parameter C governs the trade-off between the fitting loss term and regularization term there exists strong non-linearity between the two-class distribution. From the machine learning aspect,
222
the methods which were designated to deal with the inherently nonlinear data may perform superiorly.
223
Grounded on above understanding to the data collection, we start the algorithmic analysis as follows.
224
Figure 7. Visualization of hammering echo dataset using principal component analysis (PCA)
Empirical Evaluation Results
225
In this part, we present results of experimental validation. The comparison has been drawn of 226 three aspects: echo pattern classification accuracy, processing efficiency and computation complexity.
227
As for the first comparison-accuracy, we adopted two metrics: mistake rate transition curve and the 228 cumulative classification error rate. It can be anticipated that with more data being examined, the 229 mistake rate would decrease monotonically. To exploit the performance of online echo analysis models,
230
we presented the cumulative error rate after the whole online learning process was done. robust pattern classification hyperplane such that input feature distribution shift can be accommodated.
243
By examining figure 9, we can see first order methods usually produced smaller number of updates.
244
However, the classification accuracies were inferior. AROW scheme made significantly larger number 245 of updates, which can induce high time cost in processing. To clarify the comparison, we further prepared 
